Antecedent conditions control thresholds of tile-runoff generation and nitrogen export in intensively managed landscapes
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Key points:
- A tile-runoff threshold emerges as a function of both above- and below-tile antecedent storage.
- Total storm event nitrate load is primarily controlled by the same factors that dictate event tile-runoff.
- Within-event nitrate concentration-discharge relationships reflect a threshold of soil water mobilization.
Abstract

Threshold changes in rainfall-runoff generation commonly represent shifts in runoff mechanisms and hydrologic connectivity controlling water and solute transport and transformation. In watersheds with limited human influence, threshold runoff responses reflect interaction between precipitation event and antecedent soil moisture. Similar analyses are lacking in intensively managed landscapes where installation of subsurface drainage tiles has altered connectivity between the land surface, groundwater, and streams, and where application of fertilizer has created significant stores of subsurface nitrogen. In this study, we identify threshold patterns of tile-runoff generation for a drained agricultural field in Illinois and evaluate how antecedent conditions—including shallow soil moisture, groundwater table depth, and the presence or absence of crops—control tile response. We relate tile-runoff thresholds to patterns of event nitrate load observed across multiple storm events and evaluate how antecedent conditions control within-event nitrate concentration-discharge relationships. Our results demonstrate that an event tile-runoff threshold emerges relative to the sum of gross precipitation and indices of antecedent shallow soil moisture and antecedent below-tile groundwater moisture deficit, indicating that both shallow soil and below-tile storages must be filled to generate significant runoff. In turn, event nitrate load shows a linear dependence on runoff for most time periods, suggesting that subsurface nitrate export and storage can be estimated using runoff threshold relationships and long-term average nitrate concentrations. Finally, within-event nitrate concentration-discharge relationships are controlled by event size and the antecedent tile flow state because these factors dictate the sequence of flow path activation and tile connectivity over a storm event.

Plain language summary:

Improving nutrient management in intensively managed landscapes requires understanding of how human alterations for agriculture have influenced nutrient transport from and storage within the landscape. In addition to creating large subsurface stores of nitrogen through fertilizer application, humans have altered the drainage structure of intensively managed landscapes by installing subsurface drainage (commonly ‘tiles’) to maintain optimal moisture conditions for crops. Although highly engineered systems, it is unclear how tiles influence the timing and magnitude of water and nutrient export from these landscape. Here, we identify how pre-storm
wetness conditions control rapid, nonlinear changes in tile flow (thresholds). We find that a tile flow initiation threshold results from the sequential filling of first a depleted shallow soil storage and then deeper below-tile groundwater storage. Further, nitrate export reflects tile-runoff thresholds, indicating that the factors controlling tile-runoff are also primary controls on tile nitrate export.

1. Introduction

Nonlinear responses in rainfall-runoff generation (i.e., small changes in catchment wetness leading to large changes in streamflow) have been documented in catchments spanning physiographic and climatic regions (e.g., Ali et al., 2013; Weiler et al., 2005). Nonlinear or threshold changes commonly reflect activation of runoff mechanisms or hydrologic pathways (e.g., Kirchner, 2009; McGuire and McDonnell, 2010; Soulsby et al., 2015; Spence, 2007). Consequently, identifying threshold relationships provides insight into the dominant mechanisms of delivery and sources of water to streams, as well as how the relative importance of mechanisms evolves over timescales ranging from individual events to multiple-year weather patterns. These responses control the transport and fate of water and solutes in the landscape, including the timing and magnitude of export (e.g., Macrae et al., 2010; Stieglitz et al., 2003) and the potential for biogeochemical transformation (e.g., Covino, 2017; McMillan et al., 2018).

While threshold patterns and associated mechanisms have been widely described in forested hillslopes (e.g., Detty and McGuire, 2010; Farrick and Branfireun, 2014; James and Roulet, 2007; Penna et al., 2011), comparable studies are lacking in intensively managed landscapes (IMLs) despite their prevalence. Thus, our overarching objective is to characterize rainfall-runoff threshold relationships and their role in controlling the storage and export of water and solutes in IMLs.

Human intervention has profoundly changed catchment drainage structure and biogeochemical function of IMLs (Blann et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2018). Throughout humid agricultural regions of the Midwestern U.S., Canada, and northern Europe, subsurface drainage systems (commonly ‘tile drains’ or ‘tiles’) are widely installed to maintain optimal soil moisture conditions for crops. An estimated 56 million acres of U.S. farmland are tile-drained, about 14% of total U.S. cropland (USDA, 2017; Zulauf and Brown, 2019). Relative to undrained systems,
tiles create a physical threshold that alters connectivity between the land surface, groundwater, and streams (Gedlinske, 2014; Kleinman et al., 2015; Macrae et al., 2019). Flow through tile drains may represent 40-95% of annual watershed discharge in IMLs (King et al., 2014; Macrae et al., 2007; Schilling and Helmers, 2008; Williams et al., 2015). Perhaps unsurprisingly, these dominant flow pathways for water also account for much of the nitrate, phosphorus, and pesticide loading to downstream waterways (e.g., Baker and Johnson, 1981; Buhler et al., 1993; King et al., 2015; Kladivko et al., 2001; Randall and Mulla, 2001; Saadat et al., 2018; Sims et al., 1998). Moreover, tiles are particularly important during storm events, when a disproportionate amount of annual nutrient loads are mobilized from landscapes to streams (Royer et al., 2006). Despite the widespread installation of tiles and their recognized role in transmitting water and solutes from the landscapes they drain, their role in controlling the timing, magnitude, and sources of runoff and nutrients is not well understood.

Two predominant models exist to describe tile-runoff generation, with contrasting implications for the storage, transformation, and export of water and nutrients from IMLs. One mechanism is based on infiltration in excess of a water holding capacity within the upper soil layers (Klaus et al., 2013), hereafter described as ‘top-down’ runoff generation. At the beginning of a storm, only a small amount of water reaches the tile via macropores, primarily event water. Once a soil water capacity threshold is reached, soil water contributions are activated and enter preferential flow paths, corresponding to a large increase in tile flow. This conceptual model suggests preferential flow through macropores directly connected to tile drains. It also predicts that tile flow consists primarily of pre-event water and nutrients displaced from the soil matrix of upper soil layers (Liu et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2018). A second, contrasting conceptual model for tile function is based on groundwater table dynamics, hereafter described as ‘bottom-up’ runoff generation. In this model, the potentiometric surface intersects the tile drain perennially (e.g., Schilling and Zhang, 2004), seasonally (e.g., King et al., 2014), or ephemerally (e.g., Kleinman et al., 2015). Consequently, tile flow is initiated in response to groundwater table rise after a storm event. While the two potential tile-runoff generation mechanisms differ, the models agree that a moisture-based threshold is necessary to explain the hydrologic function of tile-drained landscapes. Event response is ‘primed’ by either pre-event soil moisture or groundwater table elevation. For example, Lam et al. (2016) attributed seasonal differences in tile-runoff response.
to a threshold of soil moisture content in upper soil layers. Other field studies and conceptual models posit groundwater depth is an important factor in tile-runoff generation, where below-tile storage must be filled to raise the groundwater table for bottom-up activation (Davis et al., 2014; Vidon and Cuadra, 2010).

In addition to controlling the hydrologic activation of tiles, antecedent conditions also influence the transport of nutrients associated with this runoff. At interannual timescales, IMLs exhibit chemostatic nitrate export regimes, with legacy sources providing a continuous supply of nitrogen (Basu et al., 2010; Van Meter et al., 2016). However at event timescales, stream nitrate concentrations often exhibit systematic variability in response to changing discharge (Duncan et al., 2017). Concentration-discharge (i.e., c-Q) relationships can be interpreted to infer changes in water sources (Chanat et al., 2002; Evans and Davies, 1998) and event activation thresholds for runoff mechanisms (Rose et al., 2018). Within-event c-Q commonly takes the form of hysteresis loops, whereby a clockwise rotational pattern occurs when discharge response lags solute response and a counterclockwise rotational pattern occurs when solute response lags discharge response. Liu et al. (2020) found that tile drain nitrate c-Q hysteresis patterns tended to be counterclockwise, consistent with predominantly counterclockwise nitrate c-Q observed in streams draining tiled agricultural watersheds (Blaen et al., 2017; Outram et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2018). In contrast, studies in agricultural watersheds which did not report the presence of tiles documented predominantly clockwise nitrate c-Q (Chen et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2010), suggesting that tiles are a strong influence on transport processes controlling nitrate dynamics within tile-drained catchments.

While hysteretic behavior may show overall tendencies according to landscape type (Kincaid et al., 2020), c-Q dynamics can also vary dramatically between events in response to differences in antecedent conditions and storm characteristics (e.g., Davis et al., 2014). Antecedent wetness conditions and hydroclimatic variables (e.g., precipitation intensity and amount) interact to influence the evolution of hydrologic connectivity in the landscape during a storm, and this connectivity subsequently activates runoff pathways that control c-Q relationships. However, findings of how these factors influence hysteresis patterns in tile-drained catchments vary. For example, Blaen et al. (2017) found that an increase in counterclockwise hysteresis was
associated with lower soil moisture in the week preceding an event and high rainfall intensity during events. In contrast, Williams et al. (2018) found that hysteresis was not significantly correlated with antecedent wetness or storm event size in a majority of watersheds studied, attributing the lack of correlation to consistent groundwater table rise or seasonal differences in nitrate availability.

In this study, we aim to identify how antecedent conditions control thresholds of tile-runoff generation, and, in turn, observed between- and within-event dynamics in nitrate export from the landscape. Building upon existing studies of IMLs that have primarily focused on either top-down or bottom-up tile-runoff generation mechanisms, we test three expectations. First, we expect a tile-runoff threshold to emerge relative to the sum of gross precipitation and an index of antecedent wetness. In other words, a defined volume of storage must be filled to activate significant tile-runoff. This volume will depend upon either (a) antecedent shallow soil moisture, indicating primarily top-down controls, or (b) antecedent below-tile groundwater moisture deficit, indicating primarily bottom-up controls. Next, we expect that patterns of event nitrate load reflect runoff thresholds when evaluated over interannual timescales. Here, we assume a relatively chemostatic nitrate c-Q relationship at the scale of individual ‘tilesheds,’ such that event load has a linear dependence on event runoff. Finally, we expect antecedent wetness to control within-event nitrate c-Q relationships because threshold processes associated with runoff generation will be manifested in dynamic hydrologic connectivity in the landscape. To test these expectations, we use a combination of empirical data from a tile-drained field in the IML-Critical Zone Observatory and field-scale simulations of coupled water and nitrogen cycles using the Dhara model (Le and Kumar, 2017; Woo and Kumar, 2019).

2. Methods

2.1. Site Description

The study site is the Allerton Trust Farm which is part of the Intensively Managed Landscapes Critical Zone Observatory (IML-CZO) (Kumar et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2018) located near Monticello, Illinois (40.0250, -88.6606, Figure 1). The region has a humid continental climate, with cold winters (average January temperature of -2°C) and warm summers (average July
temperature of 23°C). Monticello receives an annual average precipitation of 1020 mm. Thunderstorms account for 50-60% of annual precipitation (Angel, 2003) in Illinois, and about half of thunderstorm days occur in the summer, although storms frequently occur during all seasons.

Figure 1. Study site location (a). Gray indicates corn belt states with > 35% cropland tiled (after Zulauf and Brown, 2019). Study site map (b) indicating locations of the subsurface tile drain network (red lines) and location of the tile outlet.

The site is located within the Upper Sangamon River Basin (USRB). The watershed is representative of the glaciated Midwest, characterized by low-gradient topography and poorly draining soils. Soil profiles at the study site reflect glacial deposition patterns, with very deep, poorly draining soils formed under loess, and bedrock depths 50–100 m below the surface. Soils within the monitored tile drainage network belong to the Ipava silt loam and Sable silt clay series (NRCS, 2020), and the field is nearly flat with land surface slopes ranging from 0 to 2%. The region has undergone significant anthropogenic changes over the last two decades. Prior to European settlement, the USRB was 90% prairie and 10% forest (IDNR, 1999), with forested
portions mainly located in riparian zones. Today 90% of land use in the watershed is row crop
agriculture, primarily corn and soybeans, and the majority of cropland is tile-drained. Wetlands
historically covered about 40-50% of the land area but now make up less than 2% (IDNR, 1999;
Rhoads et al., 2016), primarily due to the installation of tile drains and ditches which has
artificially lowered the water table. Subsurface flows rather than direct surface runoff are the
primary pathway by which water and nutrients enter surface waters in the USRB (Demissie et
al., 1996), and subsurface flows are mainly conveyed by tile drains (Botero-Acosta et al., 2018).

The farm is about 60 ha total, but the monitored tile network drains an estimated 10 ha based on
analysis of aerial photography (Kratt et al., 2020). The drainage network consists of five
individual 10-cm diameter perforated pipes, each about 400 m long and spaced 30 m apart,
draining into a 10-cm diameter main that empties into a surface drainage ditch. The tiles are
about 1–1.2 m below the land surface. The field is not irrigated, so the only water input is
precipitation. An annual crop rotation of corn-soybean, a common practice in the Midwestern
U.S., is used. During the study period, corn was planted in 2016, 2018, and 2020, and soybean
was planted in 2017 and 2019. Prior to the monitoring period, anhydrous ammonia was applied
in the fall of 2015 (Table 1). During the monitoring period, 32% urea and ammonium nitrate
solution (UAN) was applied in the spring when corn was planted. In spring 2016, 2018, and
2020, 32% UAN was applied as an herbicide carrier in April prior to crop planting. In spring
2018 and 2020, 32% UAN was side-dressed in May after emergence. Each spring, the field was
cultivated. During the fall after corn was planted, the field was chisel-plowed to cut and
incorporate stalk residue into the soil to preserve soil organic matter and protect against erosion.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Nitrogen fertilizer application at field site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall 2015</td>
<td>179 kg N ha(^{-1}), anhydrous ammonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2016</td>
<td>April: 50 kg N ha(^{-1}), 32% UAN applied as herbicide carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2018</td>
<td>April: 50 kg N ha(^{-1}), 32% UAN applied as herbicide carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May: 140 kg N ha(^{-1}), 32% UAN applied as side-dress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2020</td>
<td>April: 60 kg N ha(^{-1}), 32% UAN applied as herbicide carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>May: 140 kg N ha(^{-1}), 32% UAN applied as side-dress</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*UAN = urea and ammonium nitrate solution

2.2. Field and Laboratory Methods

Tile discharge, precipitation, and soil moisture were monitored throughout the 4-year study period at 15 minute intervals (April 2016 to June 2020). Tile discharge was measured within the tile main about 10 m from the outlet using a v-notch weir equipped with Decagon CTD-10 pressure transducers. Precipitation was measured using a Texas Electronics TR-525I tipping bucket rain gauge. Volumetric soil water content (VWC) was measured hourly at 5 cm and 20 cm depths using Decagon 5TE VWC dielectric soil moisture sensors installed in a grassed buffer strip near the tile drain outlet. A Teledyne ISCO 3700 was installed in the tile main near the outlet to automatically collect water samples during periods of tile flow. Samples were collected over a four year period: May–October 2016, February–July 2017, April–June 2019, and January–March 2020. After collection from the ISCO, water samples were filtered using 0.45 µm polypropylene filters and frozen until analysis. Nitrate (NO\(_3\)-N) concentrations were determined using ion chromatography.

2.3. Modeling Methods

To supplement field observations with a mechanistic simulation, we used the coupled surface-subsurface flow and soil-vegetation-atmosphere interaction model Dhara (Le and Kumar, 2017; Woo and Kumar, 2019) to simulate the hydrologic and biogeochemical dynamics of a parcel of tile-drained land. The model is used here as a heuristic, providing a basis for interpretation of the processes that are likely to underlie our field observations. The model was previously calibrated and validated for a tile-drained site in DeLand, Illinois that has similar soils, topography, and
drainage infrastructure to Allerton Trust Farm and is also located within the USRB. A corn-soybean crop rotation is used at the site, and this rotation is also employed in model simulations. Compared to observed tile flow, simulated flow was muted during high peak flows, which also affected the accuracy of nitrogen loads at high flow. However, tile flow and nitrate loads captured the patterns of the observed data well overall, providing confidence in the use of the simulation results for process investigation. Refer to Woo and Kumar (2019) for a detailed description of the parameters and equations governing the model. A schematic diagram of Dhara is provided in Supplemental Information (Figure S1). A small number of alterations were made to the model application of Woo and Kumar (2019) to address the goals of this study. To simulate the groundwater table, the depth of the model was increased to 3.5 m, with the tile located at 1.2 m below the ground surface. While a horizontal mesh of 1.8 × 1.8 m was maintained, a finer vertical grid resolution of 0.1 m was employed to more accurately simulate the groundwater table and below-tile soil moisture. To account for the additional computational requirements of a finer grid and deeper domain, a smaller representative sub-domain consisting of 55 × 55 grid cells was simulated. Of this domain, the inner 50 × 50 grid cells (90 × 90 m) were analyzed to reduce the effects of numerical boundary conditions. A weather generator was used to create a time series of precipitation as input for the model. Parameters for the weather generator were estimated using meteorological data observed between 1991 and 2010 and obtained from Weather Underground (http://www.wunderground.com). For the simulation, UAN fertilizer was applied at a rate of 15.2 g m⁻² in the spring prior to planting corn. Model output used in our analysis included hourly time series of soil moisture and tile discharge and daily time series of tile nitrate flux.

2.4. Storm event selection and hydrograph separation

In order to identify relationships between event tile-runoff and antecedent catchment wetness, we first defined a procedure for selecting the tile-runoff volume, gross precipitation, and antecedent moisture conditions associated with discrete storm events. Event selection followed one of two methods, depending on whether precipitation resulted in tile flow, and the same procedures were used for field and model data. If precipitation initiated a tile response, storm event runoff included the period between an initial increase in discharge until either discharge returned to approximately the initial value or increased in response to a different storm. Compound storm
events (i.e., those with significant hydrograph overlap between multiple events) were omitted from the runoff threshold analyses. However, compound events were included in the within-event nitrate c-Q analyses, in which we investigated the influence of antecedent tile flow state on event-scale concentration dynamics and flow paths. Events in which snowmelt was expected to contribute to stormflow were also omitted in runoff threshold analyses due to uncertainties in the amount and timing of inputs. While tile flow at the site mainly consisted of stormflow, tiles contributed some baseflow to the drainage ditch during wetter periods. As such, stormflow volumes were determined using the constant slope hydrograph separation method (Hewlett and Hibbert, 1967). For storms that resulted in a tile response, gross event precipitation was defined as the total precipitation that occurred up to one day prior to the initial tile storm response until the end of the tile storm response. For storms that did not initiate tile flow, gross event precipitation was calculated as total precipitation that occurred over a day or over consecutive days with precipitation. Gross precipitation over the considered time period had to exceed 1mm to be included in the analysis. Soil moisture values immediately preceding the considered precipitation time period were used to determine an antecedent soil moisture index (ASI), calculated as the total soil water content within the surface soil layer expressed as depth (mm). For this study, we consider the surface soil layer to be 0–0.3 m depth as an indicator of antecedent soil moisture conditions largely independent of groundwater dynamics. ASI is calculated as:

\[
ASI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} VWC_i \times D
\]

where \(VWC_i\) is the volumetric water content (mm/mm) in the \(i^{th}\) sublayer, and \(D\) is the layer thickness (mm). We used \(n = 2\) sublayers, with the VWC for 0–5 cm soil depth estimated from the sensor at 5cm depth and VWC for 5-30 cm soil depth estimated from the sensor at 20 cm depth.

2.5. Tile-runoff relationships: calculations and data analysis
We analyzed relationships between storm event tile-runoff and wetness metrics to identify how antecedent wetness controls event tile-runoff. For field data, analyzed wetness metrics included gross precipitation \( (P_{\text{gross}}) \), ASI, and the sum of gross precipitation and ASI \( (P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}) \). Model analysis included an additional metric of a below-tile groundwater moisture deficit \( (GW_{\text{def}}) \), calculated as the depth-equivalent unsaturated pore volume below the tile (mm). In other words, \( GW_{\text{def}} \) represents the depth of water needed to raise the water table to the tile elevation and is calculated as:

\[
GW_{\text{def}} = - \sum_{i=1}^{n} (VWC_S - VWC_i) \times D
\]

where \( VWC_i \) is the modeled volumetric water content (mm/mm) of the \( i \)th layer beneath the tile, \( VWC_S \) is the volumetric water content of the soil at saturation (0.56 mm/mm), and \( D \) is the layer thickness (100 mm). \( GW_{\text{def}} \) has a negative value and decreases the overall wetness metric because it indicates a lack of moisture that must be overcome to initiate tile-runoff.

In the absence of field observed below-tile moisture data to explore the effect of bottom-up controls, the antecedent groundwater table position was inferred from tile flow conditions and gross precipitation over the days leading up to the event. Similarly, previous investigations of nonlinear rainfall-runoff response have used proxies for inferring antecedent water storage when soil moisture observations were unavailable, including the duration of inter-storm dry periods \( (\text{Graham and McDonnell}, 2010) \) and the amount of water input required for runoff to initiate \( (\text{Ali et al.}, 2015) \). Here, storm events were categorized as \“GW_{\text{def}} \) low,\” indicating that the groundwater table was expected to be near the tile elevation such that the antecedent below-tile moisture deficit was near zero, if antecedent conditions met either of the following criteria: gross precipitation for the day prior to the event (i.e., 2 days prior to initial tile storm response) exceeded 20 mm or tile flow volume during the 6 days prior to the event exceeded 10 m\(^3\). This procedure was implemented to exclude events in which the antecedent groundwater deficit was high but direct percolation to the tile resulted in a small amount of tile flow. If an event did not meet the above criteria, it was categorized as \“GW_{\text{def}} \) high,\” and the groundwater table was expected to be significantly lower than the tile such that antecedent below-tile moisture deficit...
was high. We also investigated how the presence or absence of crops affects event tile-runoff by categorizing storm events as occurring either during the growing season or during the non-growing season. Growing season events occurred when crops were present and water uptake was largest, during the months of June, July, August, or September. We expected that large seasonal fluctuations in water uptake and interception of precipitation in IMLs due to presence or absence of crops could pose an additional top-down moisture control on tile-runoff generation. During the growing season, a larger $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ value would be needed to initiate tile flow due to greater water uptake and interception by crops. Therefore, the runoff initiation threshold relative to $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ would be larger than during the non-growing season.

To identify potential thresholds within each group and compare threshold relationships between groups (e.g., $GW_{\text{def}}$ high versus $GW_{\text{def}}$ low), we used linear regression analysis to test for relationships between event tile runoff and wetness metrics for storm events exceeding a wetness value identified within each group. The value above which events were included in above-threshold regression was chosen using a binary logistic regression which modeled the probability of a storm event producing tile flow as a function of the wetness metric being considered. The response variable had two categories, either a storm produced tile flow or not. Storm events were included in the above-threshold linear regression if the they corresponded to a wetness metric at which the modeled probability that the storm would produce tile flow exceeded 0.5. The runoff threshold was estimated as the value at which the linear regression intercepted zero event tile-runoff.

### 2.6. Nitrate export: calculations and data analysis

Because our expectation that total event nitrate loads reflect runoff thresholds is based on the assumption of a chemostatic nitrate export regime at interannual timescales, we first examined the effect of discharge and time of sampling on nitrate concentrations using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) and linear regressions. Field nitrate data were categorized into 5 seasonal time periods: Y1 Corn Spring/Summer (May–June 2016), Y1 Corn Summer/Fall (July–Oct 2016), Y2 Soy Spring/Summer (March–June 2017), Y3 Soy Spring/Summer (April–June 2019), and Y4 Winter (Dec 2019–March 2020). We expected that these time periods could reveal differences in nitrate concentration resulting from yearly/seasonal management decisions.
All statistical analyses were conducted in MATLAB, and we use a significance threshold of 0.05. We performed the ANCOVA using the `anovan` function, including discharge as a covariate. This procedure enabled analysis of differences between time periods after the effects of discharge were removed. We followed with a Tukey post hoc test using the `multcompare` function to analyze the main effect of time period. We explored the effect of heteroscedasticity and deviations from normality by performing statistical analyses on log$_{10}$-transformed data and found no change in results (Table S1). As such, we report results of analyses performed on the non-transformed data. Based on the Tukey post-hoc test, we grouped time periods and performed linear regressions to determine the relationship between discharge and nitrate concentration. Slopes not significantly different from zero would support chemostasis over those time periods. Linear regressions were fit to total event nitrate load and event tile-runoff based on these groupings. We also performed linear regressions on modelled nitrate loads and event tile-runoff for comparison with field data.

Nitrate c-Q relationships were analyzed for field-observed data to evaluate how antecedent conditions influence within-event nitrate dynamics and infer runoff mechanisms. We selected only events in which we obtained nitrate samples throughout the hydrograph (at least 3 samples on the rising limb) and excluded compound events. Thus, 18 distinct storm events were included in the analysis. A similar analysis was not conducted on model data because the daily output of nitrate flux did not typically allow for multiple data points on the rising limb. To quantify event-based hysteretic behavior, we calculated hysteresis (HI) and flushing (FI) indices, which are described in detail in Vaughan et al. (2017) and adapted from Lloyd et al. (2016) and Butturini et al. (2008). Both indices are based on values of either discharge or nitrate concentration normalized over the event to range between 0 to 1:

\[ Q_{i,norm} = \frac{Q_i - Q_{min}}{Q_{max} - Q_{min}} \]

\[ c_{i,norm} = \frac{c_i - c_{min}}{c_{max} - c_{min}} \]
where $Q_i$ and $c_i$ are the discharge and nitrate concentration values at the $i^{th}$ time step, $Q_{\text{min}}$ and $c_{\text{min}}$ are the minimum discharge and nitrate concentration values over the storm event, and $Q_{\text{max}}$ and $c_{\text{max}}$ are the maximum discharge and nitrate concentration values over the storm event. The normalization procedure enables comparison between storm events of different magnitudes. To calculate the hysteresis index, we first linearly interpolated $c_{i,\text{norm}}$ to identify concentration values on both the rising and falling limbs at intervals of $Q_{i,\text{norm}}$ (i.e., concentrations corresponding to a tile discharge value on both the falling and rising limbs). The hysteresis index was then calculated as:

$$HI = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n}(c_{j,\text{rising}} - c_{j,\text{falling}})}{n}$$

where $HI$ is the hysteresis index, $c_{j,\text{rising}}$ and $c_{j,\text{falling}}$ are the interpolated values of $c_{i,\text{norm}}$ at the $j^{th}$ interval of $Q_{i,\text{norm}}$ on the rising and falling limbs respectively, and $n$ is the total number of intervals. For this study, we used $n = 10$ intervals. Values of $HI$ range from -1 to 1, where positive values indicate clockwise hysteresis (rising limb concentrations greater than falling limb on average) and negative values indicate counterclockwise hysteresis (rising limb concentrations less than falling limb on average). The magnitude of $HI$ represents the strength of hysteresis. The flushing index, indicating the degree of flushing or dilution over the rising limb, was calculated as the difference between the normalized concentration at the time of peak event discharge and the normalized concentration at the beginning of the event. Similarly, $FI$ values range from -1 to 1, with the magnitude representing the degree of flushing or dilution. Positive values indicate an increase in concentration on the rising limb (flushing), and negative values indicate a decrease in concentration on the rising limb (dilution). We consider $HI$ and $FI$ values within 10% of the index range (between -0.1 to 0.1) to be neutral, following Butturini et al. (2008) and Liu et al. (2020).

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Controls of antecedent conditions on tile-runoff: field data
Time series of tile discharge, shallow soil moisture, and precipitation data were used to investigate how antecedent conditions control event tile-runoff. A total of 157 storm events were analyzed, 45 of which resulted in tile-runoff. We found that event runoff depth correlated with gross precipitation ($r^2 = 0.28$, Figure 2b) but not antecedent soil moisture (Figure 2a). When gross precipitation and antecedent soil moisture were summed ($P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$), a threshold relationship emerged, and the above-threshold correlation was larger ($r^2 = 0.39$, Figure 2c) relative to the correlation with gross precipitation alone.

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** Event tile-runoff for observed storm events and linear regressions relative to (a) antecedent soil moisture index (ASI), (b) gross event precipitation ($P_{\text{gross}}$), and (c) the sum of $P_{\text{gross}}$ and ASI ($P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$) (linear fit with intercept of 94 mm). The linear regressions for $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ is fit to values above a threshold wetness metric. n.s. = not significant

We performed additional analyses to explore whether antecedent below-tile moisture deficit and the presence of crops pose additional controls on tile-runoff response. If below-tile moisture deficit was an important control, we expected that $GW_{\text{def}}$ low events would have a strong linear correlation above the $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ threshold, but $GW_{\text{def}}$ high events would be overestimated by the above-threshold trendline for $GW_{\text{def}}$ low events. Overall, we found this to be the case: $GW_{\text{def}}$ low events showed a strong correlation above the $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ threshold ($r^2 = 0.79$, Figure 3a), whereas $GW_{\text{def}}$ high events showed more spread ($r^2 = 0.13$) and tended to be overestimated by the $GW_{\text{def}}$ low trendline. These data indicate that information on available below-tile storage is needed to predict storm event tile-runoff. We also expected that the presence of annual crops would pose an additional control on event tile-runoff. However, both growing season and non-growing season data showed considerable spread around the trend line (Figure 3b, “no crops” $r^2$
= 0.42 and “crops” $r^2 = 0.08$). The presence or absence of crops does not contribute additional information to ASI in explaining tile-runoff response.

Figure 3. Event tile-runoff for observed events relative to the sum of ASI and gross event precipitation. (a) Events grouped by either “$GW_{def}$ low” or “$GW_{def}$ high” conditions as an indicator of antecedent below-tile groundwater moisture deficit. (b) Events grouped by either “crops” (months of June, July, August, or September) or “no crops” (all other months). Linear regressions are fit to values above a threshold wetness metric. $GW_{def}$ low events have a strong linear correlation above the $P_{gross} + ASI$ threshold, and $GW_{def}$ high events are overestimated by the $GW_{def}$ low trendline. Crop presence or absence does not contribute additional information to ASI in explaining tile-runoff response.

3.2. Controls of antecedent conditions on tile-runoff: model data

In addition to field observations, hydrologic simulations of a tile-drained agricultural site provided 20 years of tile hydrologic response and additional below-tile soil moisture information to investigate how antecedent conditions control tile-runoff. We found that event runoff depth correlated with gross precipitation ($r^2 = 0.82$) but not ASI or $GW_{def}$ alone (Figure 4a, b, d). A threshold relationship emerged relative to $P_{gross} + ASI$, with an above-threshold correlation of $r^2 = 0.85$ (Figure 4c). Similar to field data, the above-threshold correlation for $GW_{def}$ low events improved relative to all data ($GW_{def}$ low $r^2 = 0.94$ and all data $r^2 = 0.85$; Figure S2a). On average, the $GW_{def}$ low linear trend overestimated runoff for $GW_{def}$ high events. We expected that adding the numeric below-tile groundwater moisture deficit ($GW_{def}$) to the catchment wetness metric
would result in a clearer threshold trend with event tile-runoff. Indeed, we found that the runoff relationship with $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI} + GW_{\text{def}}$ increased the above-threshold correlation ($r^2 = 0.90$) relative to $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$. The above-threshold correlation relative to $P_{\text{gross}} + GW_{\text{def}}$ was similar to $P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ ($r^2 = 0.85$). Thus, considering either $GW_{\text{def}}$ or ASI improves our ability to predict event tile-runoff using a threshold relationship. However, the strongest above-threshold trend emerges relative to an antecedent wetness metric which includes both ASI and $GW_{\text{def}}$, indicating that both are strong controls on tile-runoff initiation.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Event tile-runoff for modeled storm events relative to (a) ASI, (b) $P_{\text{gross}}$, and (c) the sum of $P_{\text{gross}}$ and ASI (linear fit with intercept of 123 mm), (d) antecedent below-tile groundwater moisture deficit ($GW_{\text{def}}$) (e) the sum of $P_{\text{gross}}$ and $GW_{\text{def}}$ (linear fit with intercept of 27 mm), and (f) the sum of $P_{\text{gross}}$, ASI, and $GW_{\text{def}}$ (linear fit with intercept of 107 mm). Linear regressions for combined wetness indices are fit to values above a threshold wetness metric. n.s. = not significant

### 3.3. Controls of antecedent conditions on total nitrate load across events

A total of 791 tile water samples were collected over about four years and analyzed for nitrate concentrations (Figure S3). ANCOVA results showed that there is a highly significant
interaction between discharge and seasonal time period on nitrate concentration at the 95% confidence interval, F(4,782) = 6.0, p < .001 (Table S1), indicating that the effect of discharge on nitrate concentration depends on time period. A Tukey-Kramer post hoc test revealed that there is sufficient evidence that the adjusted mean nitrate concentrations are different between most groups (p < .001, Table S2) after controlling for discharge. This excludes the difference between

**Figure 5.** (a) Relationships between observed NO$_3$-N concentration and tile discharge. Excluding Y1 Corn Spring/Summer which has higher NO$_3$-N concentrations overall, data exhibit similar concentrations and temporal invariance. (b) Observed event NO$_3$-N mass load plotted against event tile-runoff shows a strong linear relationship for most time periods, in accordance with the observed chemostatic nitrate export regime. Y1 Corn Spring/Summer is well approximated by a separate linear trendline. (c) Modeled event NO$_3$-N mass load plotted against event tile-runoff. Events with runoff less than 30 mm are well fit by a single linear trend. Events which exceed this threshold diverge into two trends, with those that occurred in the spring having higher event NO$_3$-N loads compared to events of the same size that occurred during other times of the year.

Years 2 and 3 Soy Spring/Summer, which is not significant (p = 0.88). However, while the magnitude of differences between Y1 Corn Spring/Summer and other time periods were large (14.4–18.4 ppm), differences were small between all other time periods (0.4–4.0 ppm). As such, we fit a linear regression through all data excluding Y1 Corn Spring/Summer, which was fit with a separate regression line (Figure 5a). The first trend line has an intercept of 9.3 ppm and small slope (m = -0.001), which is not meaningfully different than zero and indicates a chemostastic response at the interannual timescale. The fit through Y1 Corn Spring/Summer has a higher
intercept of 25.8 ppm and more negative slope ($m = -0.004$), potentially indicating source limitation at higher flows. However, concentrations are also more sporadic over this period. Because nitrate concentrations during time periods other than Y1 Corn Spring/Summer exhibit similar nitrate concentrations and temporal invariance, the relationship between event nitrate load and event tile-runoff for these time periods are well approximated by a linear trend (Figure 5b, $r^2 = 0.98$). While Y1 Corn Spring/Summer is not well approximated by the same trendline as other time periods, nitrate loads during this time period are well approximated by a separate linear trend ($r^2 = 0.98$).

Model data similarly show larger event nitrate loads occurring in the spring compared to other times of the year (Figure 5c). However, whereas field-observed nitrate loads are elevated only during the Y1 Corn Spring/Summer time period, modeled nitrate loads are consistently elevated during the months of April and May regardless of crop type and associated management. Nitrate loads are well approximated by a single linear trend for events with total tile-runoff below about 30 mm. Events which exceed this tile-runoff threshold diverge into two patterns: events which occurred in the spring follow a trend with a larger slope (i.e., have higher nitrate loads for the same event size) compared to events which occurred during other seasons.
Figure 6. NO$_3$-N c-Q relationships for observed events. Arrows indicate hysteresis direction for events in which the hysteresis index (HI) magnitude is $> 0.1$. 
Figure 7. Storm hysteresis (HI, y-axis) and flushing (FI, x-axis) indices for NO₃-N. Numbers correspond to event numbers in Figure 6. Gray shaded regions indicate where indices are neutral (< 0.1). Hysteretic behavior grouped by runoff event size and antecedent tile flow state. Larger events which occurred when there was little to no tile flow at the onset of the event exhibited strong counterclockwise hysteresis. Small events exhibited weak counterclockwise hysteresis to non-hysteretic behavior. Larger events which occurred when the tile was still flowing from a previous event exhibited weak clockwise hysteresis to non-hysteretic behavior.
3.4. Controls of antecedent conditions on nitrate concentration dynamics within events

Of the 18 events analyzed for c-Q relationships, 50% exhibited counterclockwise hysteresis, 17% exhibited clockwise hysteresis, and 33% were non-hysteretic (Figure 6). We did not observe a clear control of ASI or GW def on HI, as would have been exhibited by a trend between HI and ASI or GW def. However, hysteretic behavior grouped by runoff event size and antecedent tile flow state (Figure 7). Larger events (> 150 m³ d⁻¹ peak tile flow) which occurred when there was little to no tile flow at the onset exhibited strong counterclockwise hysteresis (events 3, 4, 11, 23 in Figures 6 and 7). Small events (< 150 m³ d⁻¹ peak tile flow) tended to exhibit weak counterclockwise hysteresis to non-hysteretic behavior (events 6, 7, 9, 10, 14 – 17 in Figures 6 and 7). Larger events which occurred when the tile was still flowing from a previous event (i.e., a storm occurred on the falling limb of another event) exhibited weak counterclockwise hysteresis to non-hysteretic behavior (events 1, 2, 5, 8, 12, 18 in Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 8. Example tile storm response for event with strong counterclockwise hysteresis. On the rising limb, a decrease in nitrate concentration corresponds with an increase in shallow soil water content until reaching a maximum. The inflection point suggests a threshold of soil water mobilization occurs at a water content of 31–32%.

Storm events had a range of FIs, but the majority of events (67%) had FI > 0.1, indicating nitrate flushing (i.e., an increase in nitrate concentration over the rising limb). Overall, larger events
with little to no antecedent tile flow and small events tended to show flushing effects while larger events with high antecedent tile flow showed more variable effects. However, although FI indicates a change in nitrate concentration between the start of an event and the time of peak discharge, the index does not take into account changes in concentration between those times. Visual analysis of nitrate concentration through time reveals inconsistent dilution/flushing over the rising limb. Tile hydrographs had steep rising limbs so water samples were mainly collected on the falling limbs. Of the four events exhibiting strong counterclockwise nitrate c-Q hysteresis, three had high sampling resolution on the rising limb (at least 5 samples). These correspond to an event during Year 1 Corn Summer/Fall (event 4) and two events during Year 3 Soy Spring/Summer (events 11 and 13). These events showed dilution over most of the rising limb prior to a rapid increase in nitrate concentrations before reaching peak discharge (Figures 8 and S4). The decrease in nitrate concentration corresponded with an increase in soil water content until reaching a maximum of about 31–32%, a value near field capacity for silt loam and silt clay soils.

4. Discussion

4.1. Thresholds of tile-runoff generation and nitrogen export

4.1.1. Antecedent catchment wetness controls tile-runoff thresholds
In our empirical and modeling studies, we find evidence for both top-down and bottom-up tile-runoff generation mechanisms. Our analysis of field-observed tile discharge, shallow soil moisture, and precipitation, in conjunction with modeled output including below-tile soil moisture, demonstrates that tile-runoff at the study site is a function of gross precipitation and both below- and above-tile storage controls. Tile-runoff response displays a threshold behavior similar to that observed in forested hillslopes, whereby runoff increases linearly with increasing \( P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI} \) after a threshold value is exceeded; prior to the threshold, little runoff is produced in response to rainfall, resulting in an overall relationship reminiscent of a hockey stick shape. However, the above-threshold correlation is not as strong as has been observed in some forested catchments (Detty and McGuire, 2010; Farrick and Branfireun, 2014). This is potentially due to
variation in the observational data set (e.g., number of storm events, available sensor data),
intrinsic properties of the system, or the ability of the analysis to capture all relevant storage and
runoff generation mechanisms in the tile-drained landscape. We also find that a similar tile-
runoff threshold emerges relative to $P_{gross} + GW_{def}$. Moreover, including both ASI and $GW_{def}$ into
the catchment wetness metric further improves the linear runoff relationship, suggesting an
additive effect of top-down and bottom-up moisture controls in regulating the tile flow threshold.

Instead of dominance by top-down or bottom-up runoff generation mechanisms, we find that
both are important in our study system. In systems where both top-down and bottom-up moisture
controls are present, we conceptualize that there is a soil moisture threshold that must be met in
the shallow subsurface prior to significant transport to greater depths (Figure 9). Then, if a
groundwater deficit is present, below-tile storage must be filled to raise the water table to the
elevation of the tile to generate significant runoff. The outcome of this sequential filling of
distinct, depleted storages in landscapes parallels that of the fill-and-spill concept initially used to
explain threshold runoff behavior at the Panola hillslope (Tromp‐van Meerveld and McDonnell,
2006a; b). There, depressions in bedrock topography must be filled before water can spill out and
become hydrologically connected, generating significant lateral subsurface flow. Whereas the fill
and spill mechanism described for the Panola hillslope is a bottom-up runoff generation process
with implications for lateral connectivity, at our study site runoff generation is controlled by both
top-down and bottom-up moisture, and the relevant storages are oriented vertically. Also in
contrast to the steep hillslopes and shallow bedrock systems in many hillslope hydrology studies
(e.g., Tromp‐van Meerveld and McDonnell, 2006a; b), in tile-drained IMLs the water table
boundary defines available bottom-up storage and varies temporally. Although the landscape
structure and associated runoff generation mechanisms of low-gradient, tile-drained IMLs differs
from that of steep, bedrock hillslopes, the conceptual filling and spilling of landscape storages
and resultant threshold runoff behavior are similar. Further, fill-and-spill was recently proposed
as a framework to more broadly describe runoff generation processes by which landscape
storages become progressively filled and connected (McDonnell et al., 2021). Another
comparable bottom-up mechanism explaining threshold runoff response in untiled, minimally
managed hillslopes is “transmissivity feedback” (Bishop, 1991; Kendall et al., 1999). Initially
observed in till soils, this describes the process by which rapid lateral flow occurs when the
groundwater table rises and encounters surficial soil layers of increasing hydraulic conductivity, often due to the presence of macropore networks. In intensively managed landscapes, the tile elevation threshold controlling lateral subsurface water transmission is analogous to the transmissivity feedback mechanism observed to generate nonlinear runoff response in some forested catchments. Although the water table in tile-drained landscapes is typically constrained too deep to encounter high conductivity shallow soil layers, tiles themselves impart a similar threshold runoff response.

Figure 9. Conceptual tile-runoff generation model for a scenario in which both top-down and bottom-up moisture controls are present. Brown indicates the soil matrix, the white box a preferential flow path, gray a tile drain, and light blue groundwater. Red indicates soil water and dark blue event water. A soil moisture threshold in the shallow subsurface must be met prior to significant transport to greater depths. Initially, water infiltrates the soil matrix and macropores at the beginning of the event, and a small amount of event water reaches the tile drain via preferential flow paths. Once the soil moisture threshold is reached, soil matrix water is mobilized and enters preferential flow paths. If a groundwater deficit is present, below-tile storage must be filled to raise the water table to the elevation of the tile to generate significant runoff. Counterclockwise nitrate c-Q hysteresis, observed during large events with little/no antecedent tile flow, reflects a shift from dilute event water in early runoff to nitrate-laden pre-event water after a soil moisture threshold is exceeded.

In addition to analyzing how antecedent wetness controls tile-runoff response patterns, we examined how distinct landcover regimes in IMLs influence runoff response. In agricultural
landscapes dominated by annual crops, vegetation is typically present for periods that coincide
with the growing season, resulting in large seasonal fluctuations in evapotranspiration (Sacks and
Kucharik, 2011; Shaw, 1963). Therefore, we expected that vegetation could impart an additional
top-down control on subsurface runoff in IMLs via fluctuations in water uptake and interception,
with peak water use corresponding to critical crop growth stages (Al-Kaisi, 2000). Further, there
is evidence that in natural systems ecology and hydrology co-evolve in response to climate,
establishing equilibrium conditions between vegetation and water availability to avoid water
shortages (Eagleson, 1982; Gao et al., 2014; Troch et al., 2015). Due to these linkages between
vegetation and root zone soil moisture, soil moisture runoff thresholds may closely reflect
vegetation controls in minimally managed systems. In contrast, vegetation patterns in IMLs
reflect continuous human manipulation and could act as an independent control on runoff
patterns. However, we found no evidence that the presence or absence of crops contributes
additional information to ASI in explaining tile-runoff response. This suggests that the influence
of crop presence on tile-runoff thresholds is already reflected within the soil moisture metric.
Our field data analysis, though, is limited due to the small number of events which produced
large runoff during the growing season. In a study of forested headwater catchments at the
Coweta Hydrologic Laboratory, Scaife and Band (2017) similarly found little evidence that the
$P_{\text{gross}} + \text{ASI}$ runoff threshold value differed between the dormant and growing season.
Nonetheless, their data demonstrate that runoff thresholds vary interannually, largely due to
variation in runoff initiation thresholds between growing seasons, and they conclude that
interannual runoff thresholds are influenced by ecohydrologic feedbacks with forest
evapotranspiration rates.

4.1.2. Antecedent catchment wetness controls nitrate export thresholds
For most time periods, patterns of field-observed event nitrate load reflect tile-runoff thresholds.
This relationship arises because tileshed-scale nitrate c-Q is relatively chemostatic when
evaluated over multiple events and interannual timescales, leading to a linear dependence of load
on runoff. Therefore, the tileshed is primarily transport-limited at the interannual timescale, and
nitrate export is controlled by the same factors that dictate event tile-runoff: gross precipitation
and antecedent catchment wetness, including both shallow soil moisture and below-tile moisture
deficit. An exception to the dominant relationship occurred during Y1 Corn Spring/Summer
when nitrate concentrations were higher than other times. This time period, consisting of events in May and June, was distinguished from others in regard to the combination of management and wetness conditions. Events occurred during a rainy period directly following nitrogen fertilizer application. Despite elevated concentrations, nitrate c-Q is still relatively chemostatic during Y1 Corn Spring/Summer such that event nitrate load and runoff show a linear relationship separate from other time periods. Modeled data, in comparison, show that nitrate load is consistently elevated for large events during April and May relative to comparable events during other months, and this occurred regardless of crop and associated management (fertilizer was applied only during corn years). Like field observations, the periods of elevated nitrate export also show a separate, relatively linear relationship with runoff. However, this occurs only above a threshold event runoff of about 30 mm. Below this value, event nitrate load shows a consistent linear dependence on runoff, suggesting that the threshold runoff value corresponds to activation of hydrologic pathways which source variable nitrate loads throughout the year. Within field data, all events from Y1 Corn Spring/Summer exceed a comparable threshold (~300 m³), preventing further analysis of field data. Taken together, our empirical and model-based results indicate that event nitrate export could be estimated using runoff threshold relationships and long-term average nitrate concentrations (e.g., estimating tile-runoff based on site properties and multiplying this by the average nitrate concentration to calculate load). While this approach would be specific to the threshold relationship at a given site, it is a plausible basis to reconstruct past loading, estimate future responses, or make estimates at unmeasured sites on the basis of similar soil and management characteristics. This could prove useful for predicting nitrate loading from legacy nitrate stores, particularly in the face of increased implementation of conservation practices and precision fertilizer application to reduce nitrogen flushes during large rain events. Still, we note that interactions between management and hydroclimatic variables can overwrite dominant patterns during extreme periods, such as rain shortly after fertilizer application, which is particularly troublesome given that most nitrogen mass is mobilized during a relatively small number of these events (Royer et al., 2006).

In addition to controlling nitrate loading to downstream waterways, tile-runoff thresholds modulate the accumulation of nitrate in groundwater. Tiles reduce recharge of high nitrate concentration soil water to deeper groundwater by providing direct flow paths to streams that
bypass deeper groundwater (Rodvang and Simpkins, 2001). While the mere presence of tiles is expected to influence spatial variations in groundwater contamination across IMLs (Power and Schepers, 1989), emergent runoff thresholds within drained landscapes reveal conditions leading to nitrate storage versus export. For example, a below-threshold event which mobilizes soil water and nitrate but does not raise the groundwater table to intersect the tile would primarily result in storage of nitrate in groundwater. Conversely, an above-threshold event with low antecedent groundwater deficit would result in greater nitrate export. Thus threshold relationships could provide a tool for predicting both the storage and delivery of water and nitrate in IMLs.

4.2. Within-event nitrate c-Q reflects threshold of soil water mobilization

Within-event nitrate c-Q relationships show substantial variation between events, primarily explained by runoff event size and tile flow state at the onset of the event (Figure 7). Hysteretic behavior, in conjunction with these identified controls, provides insight into tile water source activation and transport mechanisms during storm events. The most common nitrate c-Q relationship we observed was counterclockwise hysteresis (50% of events), consistent with studies examining nitrate c-Q in tile flow (Liu et al., 2020) and streams draining tiled watersheds (Blaen et al., 2017; Outram et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2018). This dominant pattern is attributed to a shift from primarily event water in early runoff (typically dilute in nitrate) to nitrate-laden pre-event water sourced from the soil matrix on the falling limb (Kennedy et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2018; Woo and Kumar, 2019). Klaus et al.'s (2013) two-phase conceptual flow model, based on a series of tracer experiments, further suggests that the water source transition results from a moisture-based mobilization threshold within upper soil layers. Early in a storm, a small amount of tile flow is generated via macropores, mainly consisting of event water. After a threshold near-saturation moisture is reached within upper soil layers, soil water contributions activate and enter vertical preferential flow paths, and tile flow consists of mainly soil water. While soil water that reaches the saturated zone likely mixes with a small amount of older groundwater, we expect the shallow saturated zone is stratified (Fenelon and Moore, 1998; Jiang and Somers, 2009) such that tile flow resembles recent soil water.

In our data, the transition from event to soil water is reflected by strong counterclockwise hysteresis during large events which occurred when there was little to no tile flow at the event
onset (Figure 9). We expect that during small events, the threshold of soil water mobilization was not reached so c-Q shows weak to no counterclockwise hysteresis (Figure S5). Likewise, large events that occur when the tile is already flowing (i.e., when the tile is initially connected to the water table) do not reflect the transition from event to soil-derived water because tile water is already composed of primarily pre-event water at the beginning of an event. Thus, tile flow exhibits non-hysteretic behavior or weak clockwise hysteresis. Although the tight coupling between tile flow and nutrient load observed in this study indicates that nitrate dynamics were primarily transport-limited, the latter behavior may indicate nitrate source exhaustion when consecutive storm events occurred. Further, while small events observed in this study tended to occur when there was little to no tile flow, we expect that small events which occur when the tile is flowing prior to the event would similarly exhibit weak to no hysteresis, following the same rationale described above.

In addition to hysteretic behavior, we also analyzed nitrate flushing or dilution over the rising limb. Although the majority of events had an overall flushing effect (FI > 0.1), rising limbs often exhibited periods of both dilution and flushing. This is evident in the three events with strong counterclockwise hysteresis (i.e., those capturing the transition from event to pre-event water) in which high sampling resolution was achieved over the rising limb (events 4, 11, and 13; Figures 8 and S4). An initial period of nitrate dilution is followed by a period of flushing. The decrease in nitrate concentration corresponds with an increase in soil moisture prior to both reaching an inflection point. This relationship suggests that the source of tile drain water shifted once a water storage threshold was exceeded, further supporting interpretation of counterclockwise hysteresis as the result of a soil moisture mobilization threshold. For all events, the inflection point occurred when shallow soil water content exceeded 31–32% soil water content. We expect that this soil water content represents the threshold of soil water mobilization within soils at the site. The initial decrease in nitrate concentrations may result from event water depleting nitrate stored within preferential flow paths or on the soil surface. Another potential explanation for the initial decrease in concentration is that water was transported faster than nitrate could be dissolved or mobilized. After the soil moisture threshold is reached, soil matrix water and associated nitrate mobilize, resulting in a rapid increase in nitrate. The threshold of soil water mobilization occurred prior to peak tile discharge, 1–2 hours after the initial increase in tile discharge.
5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated how antecedent conditions control thresholds of tile-runoff generation and nitrate loads between events, as well as nitrate c-Q relationships within events. First, we expected a tile-runoff threshold would emerge relative to the sum of gross precipitation and an antecedent catchment wetness index reflecting either shallow soil moisture, indicating top-down runoff generation, or below-tile groundwater moisture deficit, indicating bottom-up runoff generation. Instead, we found that the most distinct runoff threshold and linear response emerged as a combination of both top-down and bottom-up controls, quantified as the sum of gross precipitation, antecedent soil moisture index (ASI), and below-tile groundwater moisture deficit ($GW_{def}$). Moreover, our results demonstrate a simple additive effect of below- and above-tile storage in determining the threshold of tile-runoff initiation.

Next, we expected that event nitrate load would reflect runoff threshold relationships. We found this to be the case for most of the study period, with the exception of a two-month period when wet conditions directly followed fertilizer application and led to elevated nitrate export. Therefore, although interactions between management and hydroclimatic variables can overwrite dominant patterns, under most conditions export of accumulated nitrate is controlled by the same factors controlling tile-runoff and can be accurately predicted using runoff threshold relationships. Finally, we expected that antecedent wetness conditions would control within-event nitrate c-Q relationships. While we did not observe a clear control of ASI or $GW_{def}$ on HI, we found that hysteretic behavior grouped by antecedent tile flow state and runoff event size. Our results suggest that these factors are the dominant controls on event-scale nitrate c-Q because they determine the sequence of flow path activation and tile connectivity over a storm event. Further, the relationship between nitrate concentration and soil water content timeseries indicate a threshold of soil water mobilization, a key mechanism underpinning event-scale nitrate dynamics.

Understanding the hydrologic functioning of tile-drained IMLs is critical to developing accurate predictions of downstream water quality, particularly in the context of a changing climate and
continued intensive agriculture to meet growing demands. This study contributes to this area of
research by developing a simple model for tile-runoff generation based on the additive effects of
top-down and bottom-up moisture controls. Our results suggest that tile-runoff threshold
relationships are a promising framework for predicting the storage and delivery of water and
nitrate in IMLs under varying antecedent conditions. Catchment classification based on threshold
runoff response characteristics has been proposed as a basis for developing a unified hydrologic
theory to advance predictive understanding of runoff response as a function of physical controls
and climate (Ali et al., 2013). Intensively managed agricultural landscapes comprise a distinct
physiographic category, commonly characterized by subsurface drainage, low-gradient
topography, anthropogenic nutrient inputs, and transpiration regimes modulated by the seasonal
presence or absence of crops. While site-specific variations in tile depth and spacing, soil,
climate, and management will influence the slope and intercept of the threshold relationship, this
framework can be applied across tile-drained landscapes to support watershed management.
Parallel to the approach of using representative hydrologic response units to scale mechanistic
understanding at one scale to integrated basin-scale responses (Buttle, 2006), the concept of
‘representative unit tilesheds’ could be used to aggregate individual contributions to larger-scale
predictions.
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